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MEETING WITH
THE U. S. CATHOI,.IC CONFERENCE
AND
THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS

Wednesday, June 18, 1975
11:30- 11:45 a.m. - (15 minutes)
The Cabinet Room
From: William J. Baroody, J r @
Theodore C. Marr~
I.

PURPOSE
TC! foster dialogue and promote discussion of major items of
interest to the U. S. Catholic Conference and the National Conference
of Catholic Bishops.

II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN
A.

Background:
In November 1974 the National Confe renee of Catholic Bishops
adopted a policy on the world food crisis at their annual general
meeting. At that time they requested a meeting with the President
with a view of the policy becoming a national call to the Arne rican
public. Since November the meeting has been delayed in an effort
to find a date when the Bishops and the President could all meet
together.
In addition to the question of world food, the National Confe renee
of Catholic Bishops presented other n1ajor issues which they
wish to discuss: abortion and illegal aliens. The question of
Southeast Asia refugees may be n1entioned, but in this area there
appear to be no significant differences in approach.
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Quoting from the May 10, 19"15 letter of Bishop Bernadin, the
following comments on issues were made:
"There are several serious issues, of mutual concern, I am
sure, which we would want to -discuss:
o
"World Hunger: we are aware of recent developments
that have somewhat alleviated the food crisis. Nevertheless, it
is clear that serious problems persist concerning the production
and distribution of food in the world, and that these problems
could easily and rapidly assume 1 crisis 1 proportions again.
o
"Southeast Asia Refugees: we recognize the strong
position you have taken in providing assistance to those who have
fled. Agencies of the Church have been deeply involved in the
resettlement effort, and we are committed to cooperate with the
Government, not only to secure material assistance for the
refugees, but also to prepare American communities to receive
them with true hospitality.
o
"Abortion: we are deeply concerned about proposed
changes in a number of Federal policies affecting abortion,
currently being reviewed by the Domestic Council.
o
" 'Illegal'' Aliens: the problem of those aliens without
documentation is a matter of considerable concern to us, and
we are aware that you recognize it as a difficult problem. The
Conference has already recommended comprehensive legislation
which, we believe, would be the key to solving the problem of
those aliens who are here now, and would assist in preventing
the recurrence of the problem in the future.''
Because of the unusual nature and sensitivity of the issues, the
positions of the Church on these subjects have been attached:
Illegal Aliens
Abortion
World Food
Refugees

Tab
Tab
Tab
Tab

A
B
C
D

This will be the second in a series of meetings with heads of
churches. The President met with leaders of the National Council
of Churches in January 1975. Subsequent meetings will be with
Jewish and other religious denominations.

,/ "'
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Participants:
The Most Reverend Joseph L·. Bernardin
Archbishop of Cincinnati
President of the National.Conference of Catholic Bishops and
the U. S. Catholic Conference
Archbishop Thomas C. Donnellan
Archbishop of Atlanta
Treasurer, National Conference of Catholic Bishops and
the U. S. Catholic Confe renee
His Eminence Te renee Cardinal Cooke
Archbishop of New York
Member, Executive Committee, National Conference of
Catholic Bishops
Bishop James Malone
Bishop of Youngstown
Member of the Executive Committee, U. S. Catholic
Conference
Bishop James Rausch
General Secretary, National Conference of Catholic Bishops
and the U. S. Catholic Confe renee
The Honorable Caspar W. Weinberger, Secretary of HEW
The Honorable Edward H.. Levi, Attorney General
The Honorable Robert S. Ingersoll, Deputy Secretary of State

C.

Press Plan:
White House and Press Photographers.

III.

WHITE HOtE E STAFF
William J. Baroody, Jr.
James M. Cannon
James H. Cavanaugh
Theodore C. Marrs
John L. Barling
Velma H. Shelton
Loraine A. Hodkinson
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IV:

V.

FORMAT

I.

Opening remarks by the President•

2.

Attorney General Levi - presentation on illegal aliens.

3.

Secretary Weinberger - presentation on abortion.

4.

Secretary Ingersoll - presentation on the world food crisis.

•

TALKING POINTS
To be provided by The Domestic Council.

Attachments

Posit ion Paper
on
Illegal Aliens
The United States opened its doors recently to 130,000 Vietnamese refugees
•

fleeing the communist regime of South Vietnam.

That action stirred some sharp

connnent, pro and con, but the government stood firmly, even proudly, by its
decision.
The United States also has within its borders an incalculable number of
unwelcomed aliens, non-citizens without the proper immigration papers.

The

presence of these illegal aliens has created a smouldering resentment among
many Americans.

Their presence poses a dilemma for the United States govern-

ment of how best to deal with the situation.
For these aliens are refugees too, though not in the sense the Vietnamese
are.

The illegal aliens are fleeing poverty and starvation.
The Caiholic Church, of course, is vitally interested in knowing who the

and, now that they are here, what can be done for them and their families by
'

enacting legislative reforms which will be equitable and humane and will also
be effective in preventing a

rec~rence

of the problem under consideration.

The alien may be of any nationality and may come from any country in either
hemisphere.

When he comes from the Hestern Hemisphere his motivation is pre-

dominantly economic in nature.

On the other hand, he may have a family in

this country whose laws, as they are now written, force him to be separated
from that family for two
, and one-half years or more.

He may also be a political

refugee, but unless he comes from certain defined areas of the Eastern Hemisphere, he can be granted at most a haven in "limbo" but cannot be given permanent
sa11ctuary in this country.

In short, he is the victim of an oppressive political

and/or economic system in his home country and a victim of discriminatory U.S.
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immigration

~aws

.

and practices which foster familY separation (should he be

the vict:i:m of a short-sighted, narrowly conceived definition of the term "refugee"
as it is currently interpreted under our laws.

All aliens, however, share one

thing in common--they soon become victims of discrimination and exploitation in
the very country where they have sought a normal life in an atmosphere of
1'reedom..
In an effort to find a solution to this problem, the sponsors of some

legislative reforms have as a first priority, moved to penalize the employer
of the illegal alien so as to remove the economic motive for aliens to take up
unauthorized employment.

We feel that the sick society of the illegal alien

must be treated in many ways, not merely one, for as outlined above, he suffers
1'rom a variety of ills, not merely an economic one.
We therefore recommend a comprehensive package of legislative steps,to be
taken concurrently, which will:
(1)

institute an equitable preference system applicable to both the

Eastern and Western Hemisphere based pr:i:marily on family reunification and the
admission of refugees;

'

(2) grant adjustment of status to all persons regardless of their country
of birth;
(3) increase foreign aid and economic assistance to the countries of Latin

America in general and Mexico in particular;

(4) create an across-the-board grant of amnesty with the necessary residency
cut-off date for eligibility and adjustment of status, without chargeability
against the nUlllerical ceilings.
What is the rationale behind this recommendation in favor of amnesty?
First of all, it must be recognized that because of deficiencies over a
span of many years in our foreign aid and economic assistance policies with regard
to Mexico and other Latin American countries, because of our failure to prevent

- 3 the mass inf~ux of illegal aliens and our failure to enforce existing laws (a
practice which makes it economically attractive for both the illegal alien and
the employer to enter into working relationships), the Government of the United
States bears a heavy share of responsibility for the chaotic situation which
exists today.
Secondly, without a meaningful amnesty program, it is entirely possible
that the members of this illegal alien society will be driven further underground
and that a

permanen~

sub-culture will be created in the United States.

In such

a situation it is doubtful that even massive expenditures of time, money and
effort on the part of the Immigration Service would ever lead to adequate controls.
Would it not be more effective for the Immigration

Servi~e

to expend its energy

and funds in the area of prevention rather than in the area of apprehension and
deportation?
Finally, should an across-the-board type of amnesty be granted, the extremely
serious and troublesome suggestion that every American citizen be issued a common
identification card or

11

internal passport" need no longer be considered.

Public Law 92-603, which was enacted on October 30, 1972, requires the
Social Security Administration to screen all applicants for Social Security cards
as to their eligibility to take up employment.

If the card is sought for other

lawful purposes and it is not used for such purposes, the name and address of
the cardholder is reported to the Immigration Service for investigation.

Thus

if amnesty were granted, for example, to all who are in the United States today
or as of January 1,

1~73,

the effective date of Public Law 92-603, then the

Social Security card would become the proof of the right to take up employment,
regardless of the date of issuance.

It would become the control factor,

~~d

there wotud be no need to recall or reissue a single card.
Through a tightening-up of the regulations promulgated under Public Law 92-603

- 4and through the expansion of Social Security benefits to those occupational
categories not yet covered, unauthorized employment would be minimized.

As in

the case of any law--the Fair Labor Standards Act, for example, or the Internal

•

Revenue Code--the degree of enforcement is the gauge of the law's effectiveness.
The grant of amnesty in conjunction with the other above-mentioned steps
becomes the key to solving the problem or' those aliens who are here now and
preventing the recurrence of this problem in the future.
As we approach the Bicentennial celebration of the founding of our country,
let us adopt as our theme, in seeking a fair and humanitarian solution to this
very serious problem, the familiar motto "Liberty and Justice for All."

ABORTION AS PUBLIC POLICY

For more than a decade the question of abortion has been
the center of intense public debate in the United States.

This

debate reflects in part the attempt of a society undergoing
change and at times cultural disorientation to articulate values
that it considers required in a just society.

Abortion is a

complex human problem that reaches into the depths of the
human spirit and touches nearly every aspect of human existence.
For this reason any public policy resolution of this question
must rest on a thoughtful and balanced accounting of all factors.

The Abortion

Rulin~s

of the

On Jan. 22, 1973 the

u.s.
u.s.

Supreme Court
Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade

and Doe v. Boltonl ruled that the Texas and Georgia abortion
laws were unconstitutional, thereby invalidating virtually
all other state abortion laws.

In these opinions the Court

determined that a woman possessed a personal right to obtain
an abortion free from undue interference on the part of the
state.

At the same time the Court denied that any human rights

effectively attach to the unborn child prior to birth.
The position of the Court has not been accepted and is
the subject of continuing legal debate.2

In response to "the

demands of the profound problems of the present day 11

(Roe~

Wade, p. 50, slip opinions) the Court felt it possible to
locate the personal right to an abortion within the confines of

the Fourteenth Amendment, but on failing,to find an explicit
m~ntion

of the rights of the unborn in the Constitution, the

Court concluded that no such rights exist.

In his dissent

Justice White aptly described this determination of the Court
as "an exercise of raw judicial power" (slip opinion, p. 2).
As to the content of the Court's ruling Justice White further
states, "I find nothing in the language or history of the
)

Constition to support the Court's judgment.

The Court simply

fashions and announces a new constitutional right ••• " (slip
opinions, p. 2).
Roe and Doe are fundamentally deficient public policy
statements on abortion.
in the

on~oing

As such they can only represent a phase

public debate.

No authoritative pronouncements,

however impressive, can sweep away the profound moral and
legal issues that lie at the heart of the abortion controversy.

Public Attitudes on Abortion
In its abortion decisions the Court's majority flew in
the face of manifest public opinion.

From 1967 to 1970 twelve

states had adopted moderate abortion laws following the American
Law Institute (ALI) model and four states had adopted abortionon-demand laws.

Through 1971 and 1972, however, only one state

enacted a new ALI type law and none an abortion-on-demand one
the New York legislature even repealed its abortion-on-demand
law (but Governor Rockefeller vetoed the act) • 3 In the fall of
1972 public referenda were held in the states of Michigan and
North Dakota and proposed abortion law changes were rejected
overwhelmingly by the voters in both states.
-

?

-

Ironically, just

prior to the Jan., 1973 Supreme Court rulings a public opinion
study showed that women are more opposed to abortion than men.4
Most recently a public opinion poll conducted by DeVries
•

and Associates in the late fall of 1974 found that almost three
out of every four Americans believe that Congress should take
legislative action to correct the Supreme Court's abortion
decisions.S Despite the fact that the Supreme Court opinions
had been in effect nearly two years when this poll was taken,
this finding as to the dominant attitude of the public is
consistent with the other major polls done over the last decade. 6

The Fcrmation of Public Policy After Roe and Doe
One of the tragedies of the Supreme Court decisiornis that
the people are inhibited in exercising their manifest will
tnrough many o:t the governmem:al procesl::ies that no.cJ.nally wuul.J.
serve that purpose.

Justice White, noting that the Court had

set up constitutional barriers severely delimiting the states'
ability to legislate on abortion, concluded:

"This issue, for

the most part, should be left with the people and to the political
processes the people have devised to govern their affiars 11
(Dissent in Roe v. Wade, slip opinions, p. 2)
The abortion issue remains in open debate in the market
place.

Yet, when in the case of such a fundamental issue

involving life and death the avenues of political recourse have
been constitutionally narrowed, the avenues that remain open
should be respected and allowed to function.

-
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In its abortion decisions the Supreme Court sketched in
broad outline the legislative capabilities of the state legislatures.

•

The Court left many issues unresolved, eg, the rights

of the father or parental rights with respect to their minor
children.

Both the Congress and the state legislatures have

subsequently enacted various laws.

Some of these laws are

being challenged in the courts, but to date the Supreme Court
has not issued any major decisions on these further legal
questions.
The Court, in striking down the Texas and Georgia
abortion laws, in effect made it an option for the states
whether they would enact new legal restrictions within certain
general parameters.

Most states have taken up the difficult

task of framing new abortion laws.?

Nevertheless, some indi-

viduals imply that the full factual meaning of Roe and Doe
is self-evident, or they gloss over the fact that the Court
issued only a negative ruling forbidding undue state interference
in a private right,8 or they sometimes even suggest that
Congressional and state laws enacted subsequent to Roe and Doe
represent little more than perverse or incompetent acts on the
part of these legislative bodies.

On the basis of such unfounded

assertions they argue that no governmental body, ie , the
Executive, Congress or the state legislatures , can in any way
regulate the practice of abortion .
Such suggestions represent a lack of awareness or appreciation of the precise meaning of Roe and Doe, of the full play
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..
of

constit~tional

process, and they particularly demean the

vital role the states play in our system of government.

Such

suggestions also. betray a lack of awareness or sensitivity to
the complexity of factors that the issue of abortion involves.

The Federal Government and Abortion
At times there is a tendency for certain federal
bureaucracies and related agencies to assume the role of final
arbiter in this post-Roe and Doe era, undertaking the task of
lawmaker and judge in articulating public policy on abortion.
The President should in no way encourage or approve this
attitude, and where it appears in fact he should be firm in
issuing a reprimand.
There is a role for various federal agencies to provide
Congress with information pertinent to decisions before it.
However, in a politically and morally sensitive· question as
abortion, these reports should exhibit an objectivity that
fairly presents all facts and fairly represents all viewpoints.
Two recent reports, for example, began with the notice that
they intended to systematically exclude the viewpoint that
abortion constitutes a significant ethical concern. 9

The

question can only arise whether all the facts have been fairly
presented.10

These concerns are only deepened when the very

existence of one report was announced on the floor of the
Senate in the heat of a major debate on abortion legislation.
The report was presented as being opposed to the amendment under
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debate.ll .It would seem incumbent on th~ President that the
agencies under governmental control be instructed to undertake
research and their other activities

..

~n

relation to the abortion

issue with the fairness that the integrity of the governmental
process requires.
The various federal bureaucracies should observe laws
enacted by Congress.

In one major instance the DHEW for over

a year was paying for abortion as a method of family planning
in contravention of the clear intent of Congress.

Only a

Congressional inquiry brought that situation to light.

Other

laws and directives have been issued by Congress in relation
to abortion.
Th~

These should be observed.

question is posed whether the state has an obligation

to fund abortion.

We think not.

First, the state possesses a broad discretionary power
to spend, enter into contracts, and dispose of property.

The

general welfare of the people which govern$ this activity has
a broader vision than the personal right of a woman to decide
to have an abortion free from state interference.

Roe and Doe

created no affirmative duty on the part of the state to fund
this new found right.
Further, while the fundamental moral issues_surrounding
abortion are still being strongly debated in our society, it is
altogether inappropriate for the state to use tax money to
enable an individual to perform an action that is classified
under the right of privacy, but in fact is little more than
a preferred life style.12
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.

Abortion is able to be differentiated from other medical
procedures on the basis of the scientifically verifiable fact
that a developing human life is destrGyed, whether that life
is factually designated a conceptus, a blastocyst, an embryo,
fetus or premature infant, 13 or whether that life is philosophically ascribed full or only partial personal qualities.l4

Other

medical procedures involving consent between a physician and
patient do not have as their principle object the destruction
of another human life.

Even though the Supreme Court has

ruled that this nascent human life does not possess the full
rights of a citizen until birth, this does not relieve the
government of the responsibility of acknowledging that nascent
human life factually exists in the pre-natal condition and on
that basis alone to create reasonable distinctions of law.
Moreover, the state would be justified in making a
reasonable distinction between elective abortions.and those
that are medically necessary to save a woman's life, declining
to pay for the former.

In a similar fashion the state could

decide through such a program as Medicaid to pay for appendectomies, which are medically necessary, but not for cosmetic
plastic surgery, which is not medically necessary.
This distinction between elective and medically
necessary abortions is generally recognized.

Those who deny

this factual distinction in the context of the abortion debate
engage in semantic gymnastics.
For these reasons the President should take no action
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that would encourage or sanction the use of tax moneys to pay
for the performance of abortions.
On April 3, 1971 President Nixon ordered that the policy
on abortion at U.S. military bases correspond to the laws of
the states where those bases are lqcated.
order is still appropriate.

In our opinion, this

The residual powers to regulate

abortion that the Supreme Court allowed the states to retain
should be respected.

While we disagree with the Court's

delineations on this matter, the wisdom of the people . should
still be able to have some effect.

The various military and

federal agencies and programs under the President's control
should not be separated from this source of insight on such
a complex issue as abortion.

A Human Life Constitutional Amendment is Needed
The dignity of the unborn child is neither conferred
nor taken away by any man or woman or by any government or
society.

That dignity is rooted in an objective individuality

that inherently tends toward the openness and transcendence
men

co~.only

call personhood.

A government that exercises the choice on a systematic
basis of excluding protection for a particular stage of human
life undercuts its own foundations.

The U.S. Supreme Court

has foreclosed the possibility that the natural rights of the
unborn child be recognized in law.

Such a situation is

intolerable and must be corrected.
As the National Conference of Catholic Bishops has stated
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..
on many occasions, the rights of the'unborn child deserve
protection under the law.

Most recentiy we have stated our

position that the Supreme Court's
be corrected by amending the

u.s.

abo~tion

decisions should

Constitution.

Any consid-

eration of a constitutional amendment should include at least
the following:

The

1.

Establish that the unborn child is a
person under the law in the terms of
the Constitution from conception on.

2.

The Constitution should express a commitment to the preservation of life to the
maximum degree possible. The protection
resulting therefrom should be universal.

3.

The proposed amendment should give the
states the power to enact enabling
legislation, and to provide for ancillary
matters such as record-keeping, etc.

4.

The right of life is described in the
Declaration of Independence as "unalienable
and as a right with which all men are
endowed by the Creator. The amendment
should restore the basic constitutional
protection fof this human right to the
unborn child. 5

u.s.

11

Congress has been holding hearings on the merits

of a constitutional amendment to correct the errors of Roe and
Doe.

State legislatures have been petitioning Congress to

enact an amendment.

While this governmental debate with

respect to abortion and public policy proceeds forward, the
Executive should exercise great care that regarding activities
under its charge the integrity of all governmental processes
be fully respected and maintained .
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Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 93 S. Ct. 705, 35 L.Ed. 2d.
147 (1973). Doe v. Bolton, 410 u.s. 179, 93 s. Ct. 739, 35
L.Ed. 2d 201 (1973).
2cf. Richard t'las serman, "Implications of the Abortion
Decisions: Post Roe and Doe Litigation and Legislation,"
Columbia Law Revi~ Vol.-r4, No. 2 (March, 1974), 237-268.
3By the conclusion of 1969 ten states had enacted major
legislative reform, all more or less following the ALI proposal
(Oregon followed a somewhat different model): Calif., Col.,
N. Car. - 1967~ Ga., Md. - 1968; Ark., Del., Kan., N.Mex.,
Ore. - 1969. In 1970 six more states reformed their laws, of
which s. Carolina and Virginia followed the ALI model, Alaska,
Hawaii, New York and Washington the abortion-on-demand model.
No further legislative changes occurred until 1972 when Florida
enacted an ALI type law.
4This study was reported in, "Women Lead Opposition to
Abortion,"· The Evening Star and Daily News, April 17, 1973, A-3.
This finding_ is confirmed in other major polls (see nn. 5 and

U

L~lvw)

.

5 This poll was commissioned by the National Committee
for a Human Life Amendment, Inc.
6 Professor Judith Blake, who has analyzed public opinion
on abortion since 1962, was quoted in the March 4, 1974 issue
of U.S. News and World Report as saying, ~the country remains
conservative. There has been no change at all in public opinion .••
If there was a referendum today asking people to approve abortion
if the woman doesn't want a child, there is no way it could
pass. People don't think women should have abortion just to
get rid of a child." See Prof. Blake's major studies, "Abortion
and Public Opinion: The 1960-1970 Decade," Science, Vol. 171
(Feb. 12, 1971), 540-549; "Elective Abortion and Our Reluctant
Citizenry: Research on Public Opinion in the Unit~d States,"
in The Abortion Experience: Psychological and Medical Impact,
eds. Howard J. Qsofsky and Joy D. Osofsky (Hagerstown, Md.:
Medical Department, Harper & Row, Publishers, 1973), pp. 447-467.
7As one commentator notes, on c 1 ose exam1nat1on
.
.
\ t h e seem1ng
.
precision of the Court's legislative guidelines "proves largely
illusory." John Hart Ely, "The \'Vages of Crying Wolf: A Comment
on Roe v. vJade," The Yale Law Journal, Vol. 82 (1973), 922. The
state legislatures have had the challenging task of fleshing out
the Court's general legislative framework.

c

THE WORLD FOOD PROBLEM AND THE AMERICAN PUBLIC
The World Food Conference in Rome last year served to
focus attention on one of humanity's major problems, namely
that

hu~ger

and malnutrition exist in the world on a massive

scale despite the potential agricultural capacity to satisfy
the world's food requirements.

The first resolution adopted by

the Conference reflected both a deep humanitarian concern and
also a great vision, expressing a goal to which all of the
peoples of the earth can give assent:
"Today we must proclaim a bold objective-.that within a decade no child wjJl go ~n
bed hungry, that no family will fear for
its next day's bread, and that no human
being's future and capacities will be
stunted by malnutrition."
Furthermore, the Conference reached general agreement on
the basic outlines of programs to 1) supply short and intermediate term emergency food aid to food deficit poor countries,
2) to expand food production of the producing countries, 3) to
accelerate production in the developing countries# 4) to improve
food distribution and financing, 5) to enhance the nutritional
quality of food production, and 6) to develop food reserves to
insure against food emergencies.
Since the Conference, some advances toward these objecttives have been made:

1) a number of commitments made have

.

•
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begun to ·take insitutional form; 2) positive initiatives taken
by certain governments, including the United States, have benefited some desperate nations; and 3t certain policy issues about
the food problem have been further clarified.
It is to this clarification_of policy issues that these
remarks are addressed, in order that the American public can
better understand the food problem and the issues implicit in
it.

Three elements will be addressed:

the scope of the prob-

lem, its moral dimensions and an appropriate response.
I

The world food problem does not exist in a vacuum.

The

problem fits into a matrix of several complex issues all of
which loom large on the world's agenda.

It is linked with

questions about international development, population policies,
income distribution and land reform, affluent life styles and
global power politics.
the problem's scope, two

For the purpose of this analysis of
dimension~

are raised:

starvation

and malnutrition .
A. Starvation:

The fact that great numbers of people

are dying for lack of food is objectively intolerable.

Ex-

perts differ about the exact number of people who are in this
plight with estimates about the numbers of fatalities resulting
from the famines in South Asia and the Sahel ranging between
one million to tens of millions.
Martin,

But as Ambassador Edwin M.

u.s. coordinator for the Rome Conference, recently

noted, in the destitute condition of these regions, keeping

..
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statistics is a luxury starving people.cannot afford.
This level of human suffering is especially appalling con•
sidering that the world supply of foods
was and is sufficient

to prevent starvation, but the victims were too poor to buy
what they needed.

The food problem, then, in these regions,

is that no adequate means have been devised to provide and
distribute food to these poorest nations.
The participating governments at the World Food Conference
~greed

to "make all efforts to provide commodities and/or

financial assistance that will assure in physical terms at
least 10 million tons of grain as food aid a year, starting
from 1975, and also to provide adequate quantities of other
food commodities."

The Secretariat of the Conference stated

that "in practice, total yearly food aid should approach at
least the average level of 14-15 million tons attained in
the Sixties.

In years of bad harvests, the need for emer-

gency food aid would be substantially higher, and total food
requirements may even

exc~ed

17 million tons ••• "

Therefore, in defining the scope of the problem, it is
crucial to understand that the 10-roillion-ton figure was
"a minimum quantity to take care of 'hardcore' food aid
requirements,

11

and not the ceiling level of food aid that

will be required.
B. Malnutrition:

Famine has always stalked humanity;

it is unpredictable as to location and intermittent in its
intensity.

Malnutrition, on the other hand, has become vir-

.tually institutionalized in some regions of the world.

For

- 4 hundreds 'of millions of people, severe dietary deficiency is
a permanent way of life.

That such conditions exist when their

location is known and the necessary 'nutritional knowledge is
in hand is a violation of basic humanity.

What is lacking is a

sufficient commitment in both the developed nations and the
less developed nations to address this problem.
Some recent news reports have indicated that the convergence of several factors, among them good weather and additional
aid from food exporting countries, has significantly reduced
the food problem.
gone away.

This has led some to feel the problem has

However, it must be kept in mind that, while certain

favorable factors have improved, the global food problem "remains
one of t,p.e great threats to the future of humanity."
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II

A second element in clarifying the dimensions of the food

problem is the need properly and precisely to
of the moral choice confronting us.

defin~

the nature

The way in which we define

the problem is critical because it is in light of this that
we understand our moral responsibility and subsequently frame
our national response.

This is especially important because

of the implications for the United States as the world's ·
largest exporter of food, and because of the importance of
intelligent public debate in the decision-making process.
Some national leaders have consistently presented the
food prohlP-rn to rhe

Amerir.~n

pubJic as a

~umantarian

ch~ll~~ge

But there is widespread disagreement as to the part humanitarian
motives should play in international life, and particularly
as to the degree of sacrifice such motives should compel or
induce.

Therefore, it is important to see the issue not

simply in terms of charity, but primarily in terms of the demands of social justice in an increasingly interdependent world.
Social justice

~s

conqerned with the structures and the

systems of production, distribution and financing which determine how we allocate scarce resources and adjudicate competing
claims, nationally and internationally.

The humanitarian view

depicts our moral responsibility in terms of a voluntary program
undertaken in a spirit of generosity.

Justice, on the other

hand, recognizes the rights of others and expresses the
various kinds of responsibility required to meet these rights.
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The global food problem concerns people's right to eat;
to say others have a right to eat is to pose our problem in
terms of obligation rather than choice.

If we fail in charity,

the verdict is that we have not been generous; if we fail in
justice, the verdict is that we have fallen short of minimal
moral duty.

Government policies are necessarily formulated on

the basis of some conception of justice, however limited,
whereas charity informs and inspires policy decisions only
infrequently and unsystematically.

Thus the issues of public

policy comprising the world food problem must be decided
systematically on the basis of some assumptions or agreed upon
concepts of justice.
The distinction between charity and justice is not
simply semantic.

To define the personal and policy choices

we face in terms of charity is to distort and to distract us
from the key policy questions.

In the conventional understand-

ing of the term, charity would call upon us to share our surplus
goods with those who are in need.

This leads to an inadequate

assessment of the food problem since U.S.-owned surpluses of
the major food grains, as statistically defined, have drastically
declined over the past three years because of world inflation
and shortsighted domestic farm policies.
The actual policy choice we face no longer fits
conventional mode.

into this

The question today, in the shortrun, is

whether to produce more food than we need

domesti~ally

and can

sell abroad in order to avoid having people in distant lands
starve or remain chronically undernourished.

Similarly, the

- 7 long-term and fundamental need to help the poorer countries
better to feed themselves will call for a correspondingly
•
long-term and substantial commitment of aid from the richer
countries, the burden of which falls inescapably on their
taxpayers.
III

The third factor which needs clarification concerns
the kind of national response we make to the food problem in
the world, a response appropriate to its physical scope and its
moral dimensions.

Such a task will require the combined

intellectual, political and moral attention of many sectors
of our society, and interaction with counterparts in other
countries and agencies of the international community.
The United States Catholic Conference has the mission
of publicly disseminating the broad moral principles which
should inform such policy making.

It has no mission nor

indeed any competence to sepcify the economic and technical
details of such policy.
calli~g

However, as we go to our constituencies

for public support, personal sacrifice and private

initiatives, we need a framework of an articulated national
food policy adequate to the dimensions of the problem we face
in the globe and capable of linking personal and non-governmental

actions to broadly defined public purposes and programs
We believe that the broad outlines of such a policy can
be suggested, if it is accepted that it must be placed in an
international context.

United States farm policy should not

..
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be content'with merely satisfying domestic needs and commercial
export demands.

It must take account of our moral obligation

to do everything possible to alleviace the food problem in
depressed regions in the Third World.
seek to reconcile three factors:

u.s.

The policy should thus

1) the need to maximize

production of food in order to alleviate conditions in

countries where starvation and malnutrition are daily facts
of life; 2) the need to assure adequate food supplies in
the United States at reasonable prices and; 3) the need to
assure American farmers of reasonable returns for the desired
quantities of needed commodities.
Three levels of response suggest themselves:
ate food

~id;

1) imrnedi-

2) long-term agricultural development; and 3)

a world food reserve.
A. Food Aid
If the deliberations of the World Food Conference are to
be taken seriously, two factors must be considered:

1 ) because

u.s.

food assis-

of the projected size of the world food needs,

tance must be expanded beyond the Administration ' s programs;
and 2) these food needs must be given priority over other
considerations such as foreign policy objectives and development of export markets.
First, we are asking in effect that U.S . farm policy
aim at a level of food production sufficient to meet not only
domestic requirements and cornrnerical export demand but a surplus to guarantee a due response by the United States to the
needs of the food-deficit poor countries.

Achieving such a
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high level of production will presumably mean higher prices
to encourage cultivation of marginal acreage.

And the trans-

fer of surplus food to the poor countries will require govern-·
ment appropriations to purchase food from the growers.

Thus,

the citizen both as taxpayer and as consumer is likely to be
affected adversely.

We believe the cost to the taxpayer will

be small compared to other ongoing programs of domestic welfare and military defense.

The effect on the cost of living

needs to be analyzed by agricultural and marketing experts,
but it too may turn out for most consumers to be marginal in
view of the efficiency of

u.s.

~gricultural

production, the

relative affluence of Americans, and the relatively high
/

proportion of transport, packaging, processing and marketing
costs (which will be unaffected) in retail prices.

The present

Administration has pledged itself to maintain a level of at
least four million tons of food aid annually but this must
be regarded as a minimal commitment.

The United States,

which has committed itslef in the current fiscal year to
5 1/2 million tons must be prepared, in principle, to provide
even more if the requirements of the poor countries as determined by the experts of the competent international agencies,
exceed the ten-million-ton planning figure adopted by the
Rome Conference.
For the poorest Americans who already have difficulty
feeding themselves adequately--the unemployed, the elderly
poor, large urban families in the low income brackets--there
should be provision for income or food supplements.

This is

already a problem which might be aggravated by the policies
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we are advocating and one which, as the Catholic Bishops
pointed out in their pastoral
never be lost sight of.
the Hungry--Toward a

stateme~t

of last November, must

(See also, the "Statement on Feeding

u.s. Domestic Food Policy," United States

Catholic Conference, April 16, 1975.)
Second, we believe the time has come to abandon the
concept of food aid as it has been understood for the past 20
years, that is, as a means primarily of getting rid of unwanted
suprluses in a way which incidentally serves some more or
less short-term bilateral foreign policy objectives.

We do not

concur with those who maintain that our foreign policy should
incorporate the strategic importance of using our advantage in
food production to "court" allies.
o~

Rather, we share the view

those who cons1der our world position in agriculture to be

a sacred trust.

Food is an endowment to be shared, not a wea-

pon or diplomatic instrument.

The religious community can

participate in building public support for food aid for a
starving world; we cannot, nor should we, build a constituency
for using food in an exploitative or manipulative way.
What would be the characteristics of an appropriate
food aid plan?
planning:

u.s.

Three general principles should undergird such

1) The starting point to design a specific plan must

be the projected global food needs .

The

u. s . food aid commit-

ment would be dependent upon the determination of these needs.
2) the

u.s. share of this global total should be proportional

to our national wealth and agricultural capability.

In agri-

culture, America's extraordinary productivity, advanced technology and traditional response to those in need suggests that
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our proportion would be in such a magnitude as to provide a
challenge and an inspiration to other nations.

3) The alloca-

tion of U.S. food aid should be to those nations most seriously
in need of assistance.

The United Nations listing of such na-

tions should be the basis for such allocations.
B. Food Production and Rural Development
The long-run solution is to increase food production in
the food deficit poor countries themselves:

The Rome Conference

addressed this problem in great detail, both in respect to additional production and nutritional quality.

A coordinator

was established by three concerned international agencies to
ascertain·what the wealthier countries are prepared to pro"!ide.

The Uni tee"!

State~

has

alre:ld~·,

in the current fi:::::: cal

year, expanded the programmed foreign aid level for this purpose substantially and has promised to concentrate

u.s.

lateral aid in this sector of economic development.

bi-

The

United States has also announced that it would contribute some
$200 million to a $1 billion international fund for agricultural development organized by oil producing countries.

These

steps are warmly welcomed by Americans concerned with the
problem.

~"fuat

is needed is a national commitment articulated

by the political leadership at the highest level of government
and with broad public support to sustain these commitments for
years if necessary until the food supply problems addressed at
Rome are given a permanent solution.
C. International Grain Reserve
A aeneral

con~ensus

appears to have formed in support

- 12 of a world grain reserve.

The United States has announced that

it is prepared to hold an important part of an agreed level of
world reserves.

Whether these reserves are to be held by some

international agency or nationally controlled is an important
detail which will have to be worked out.

The basic requirement

is for adequate reserves, whether in private hands or government
ownership.

If the former, strict and internationally agreed

government controls will be needed to insure against reserves
being drawn down purely on the basis of commercial considerations to accommodate large foreign purchases as happened in
1972.
It is clear that the reserve system will benefit not
only the poorer countries.

Recent studies have demonstrated

that: the p-"linf:P.l rise in prices c.f food yraia:::. and soybeans

~n

1972-73 with their adverse effects on American consumers with
low incomes could have been laregly avoided if measures had
been taken to prevent the

s~arp

drawdown of stocks in the

United States by increasing domestic production sooner.

A

reserve system will help to stabilize prices as well as to
meet emergency needs arising from crop failures in other countries.
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Conclusion
The religious communities of the United States face a
direct, explicit and urgent challenge in the world food problem.
It is already clear that they, along with other voluntary
associations, are willing to participate in significant and
substantial voluntary efforts to feed persons who are starving
or suffering from malnutrition.
But this is not enough.

the religious communities

\~ile

should be challenged by the food question, the challenge should
frankly recognize that the dimensions of the problem and the
scope and intensity of a necessary response require more than
voluntary efforts.

The religious communities must mobilize

citizen

sup~ort

for governmental programs; to do so, a program

be

cl~~=ly

framed in

mu~t

~ts

proper

~cope

and moral dimensions.

A demonstration of how this can be done is provided by the
concerted and successful efforts of private groups and agencies
last year to support an appropriate level of U.S. funding for
International Development Agency.
No amount of private or voluntary action can substitute
for the required level of governmental leadership, commitment
and action.

This is especially so at Lhis time in_ history.

In the wake of the U.S. humiliation in Vietnam and at a time
of widespread uncertainty about

u.s. leadership in world affairs,

a strong and visible commitment by

u.s. leadership on the food

problem can do much to reestablish our nation's credibility among
many people around the world who are too destitute to be impressed by military power and strategic commitments.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
My name is J. Bryan Hehir; I am the Associate Secretary for
International Justice and Peace at the United States Catholic
Conference.

Our office functions as the foreign policy section

for the Catholic bishops of the United States and I speak in
the name of the

u.s.

Catholic Conference this afternoon.

Let

me first express our appreciation, Mr. Chairman, to you and to
the other members of the committee for sponsoring these hearings on the problem of hunger and population and for inviting
- us to testify.
I wish to address briefly four points on the world food
crisis:

{1}

U1e ~efinllion

of the poLicy prooLem we face
(2) the distinct but complementary roles of governmental and non-governmental agencies
(3) the dimensions of a legislative agenda on food
(4) the relationship of public policy and public
opinion.

I. DEFINING THE POLICY PROBLEM:

JUSTICE OR CHARITY

It is essential that we define properly and precisely for
public discussion and policy decision the nature of the moral
choice which confronts us as the world's largest food exporting
nation in a world stalked by the spectre of starvation.

Admin-

istration spokesmen have consistently presented the issue to
the American public as one of humanitarian charity.

I submit,

i1r. Chairman, that the more appropriate Hay to conceive and
discuss the issue is in terms of the demands of social justice
in an increasingly interdependent world.

..•
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The difference bet\·1een public understanding of the food. crisis in terms of justice rather than charity is not, I submit,
simply a semantic distinction.

To define the personal and

policy choices \ve face in the food crisis in terms of charity
is to distort the empirical problem, to dilute the moral decision we confront and to distract us from the key policy questions.

In the conventional understanding of the

phras~humani

tarian charity refers to sharing our surplus goods with the
needy.

This is an inadequate assessment of the food problem

because in fact we have passed from a situation of national sur- plus to one of scarcity over the past three years.

The actual

policy choice we face in the food crisis is whether we ,.,ill
choose to share \vhen the nature of our choice is between scarce
food

u..::~,.......,ect;,..all
_ .. ~ _ _
y

an d ....c-.J-ar•,..;ng
... • .... •

._

1 "'
p~op ~--

~. . . ,.d......
-'-.:o.,......,,,
.;n
. . ........
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. . ..................}'__ •

situation of scarcity the policy issue is how to adjudicate
competing claims to scarce resources; such adjudication is an
issue of justice .

Posing the question in terms of charity does

not make this choice clear in the public mind; moreover, the
term charity does not make evident the nature of our moral responsibility in the face of this choice between scarce food
and starving people .
Humanitarian charity depicts our moral responsibility in
terms of an option or a voluntary program.

To say we are

called in charity to feed the hungry is to say we are being
asked to be exceedingly generous.

The language of charity re-

duces our moral responsibility to this level of going far beyond what we have an obligation to do.

To pose the food

. ..
- 3 probiem as an issue of justice is ·to sharpen the moral dilemma
we face as a nation.

Charity is concerned with the needs of

•

others and our freedom to choose to help them.

Social justice

is concerned with the rights of others and our responsibility
to meet these rights.

The global food crisis is about the

right to eat; to say others have a right to eat is to pose our
problem in terms of an obligation we have rather than an option
we face.

If we fail in charity, the verdict is that we have

not been exceedingly generous; if we fail in justice, the verdiet is that we have fallen short of minimal moral duty.

The

- language of charity is too vague to specify the real moral issue of the food crisis.
Finally, the approach to the food question in terms of
charity focu:;cs our aL.Lentiun oa the wrong issues.
stresses personal motivation and voluntary programs.

Char1ty
Social

jusfice is concerned with the structures and systems of production, distribution and financing which determine hO\v -v1e allocate scarce resources and adjudicate
tionally and internationally.

co~peting

claims, na-

The social justice approach to

the food question raises the issues of public policy, public
priorities and competing forms of power which set the framework of decision-making on our food policy.

Charity has a role

in illuminating our obligations, but it is a subordinate role;
\'le

can Vlorry about going beyond our obligations in charity only

after

\'le

have understood the dimensions of the obligation first

in terms of social justice.
The need of the moment is for a definition of the food

- 4 problem which will help us assess the realities of domestic
scarcity without dissolving the dimensions of our international
responsibility in a starving world.

An accurate definition of

the problem and an adequate response to i t will require the combined intellectual, politi?al and moral efforts of many sectors

of our society.
II.

DETEfu~INING

THE ROLE OF

GOVERN~lliNTAL

AND

NON-GOVE&~MENTAL

ACTORS
It was precisely to stimulate such a comprehensive response

to the immediate needs of the food crisis that

Fa~her

Theodore

- Hesburgh, President of Notre Dame University, and other leaders
of the religious community

calle~

upon President Ford last

month to release two million tons of grain before Christmas and
another two million tons next Spring.

The President's response

to this request thus far has been to endorse and encourage private non-governmental efforts, but to withhold any substantial
new commitment by the United States government.
Mr. Chairman, there is no question that religious communities are faced with a direct, explicit and urgent challenge by
the food crisis.

I would argue that we cannot maintain our

internal identity or our public credibility if we fail to face
the food crisis as

peop~e

of faith.

Furthermore, I think it

needs to be said explicitly in this forum today that religious
communities, along with other voluntary associations are more
than willing to embark upon a significant and substantial effort to mobilize our constituencies, cornmit our resources and
coordinate our activities to respond to the needs of starving

- 5 people.

But it is imperative to

~ake

clear that no amount of

private or voluntary action can substitute for a certain level
of governmental leadership, commitment and action.

As religious

communities we can 'best make a contribution to the systemic
food crisis in the context of a broadly based strategy of public
policy which seeks to help the nation as a whole understand and
meet its responsibilities in a shrinking and partially starving
~rM.

The absolute necessity for action by our government in the
form of a comprehensive and coherent food policy is based upon
-two factors:

the scope of the food problem and the shape of

the issues i t entails.

First, the dimensions of the immediate

need. faced by the countries directly threatened with starvation
are so great and the time frame for effective action is so
short that only governmental actors can coordinate and sustain
the"kind of program which will avert disaster before the next
harvest.

The programs of the religious agencies are already

underway and we seek to expand them, but we are under no illusion:
about our ability to meet the full dimensions of the problem.
Secondly, apart from the scope of the problem, the fact remains
that some of the types of assistance m?st critically needed,
e.g., additional foreign exchange, can only be provided by
expanded governmental action.

The religious

con~unity

should

be challenged on the food question, but the challenge should
not disguise the dimensions of the problem and the essential
need for coordinated public and private action.
As we go to our constituencies calling for public support,
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personal sacrifice and private initiatives, we need a framework
of an articulated food policy which will allow us to present a
case for a coherent, coordinated strategy adequate to the dimensions of the problem we face in the globe and capable of linking
personal and non-governmental actions to broadly defined public
purposes and programs.

Such a food p6licy requires immediate

action by the executive branch now and further legislative
initiatives in the next session of.Congress.
III.

DIMENSIONS OF A LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
Such a

legis~ative

initiative, we believe, well require at

least three levels of action touching food and foreign policy,
food.and domestic social policy and the role of corporate
actors in the process of food production and distribution.
First, food and foreign policy:

the Catholic bishops of

the United States adopted a legislative pol1cy proposal last
month \vhich includes support for an international assistance
program ranging from substantially increased emergency food aid,
through middle range efforts to establish a grain reserve, to
long range measures'of providing financial and technical assistance to developing nations.

Since these hearings are designed

in part to highlight the problem of

in~ediate

needs, let me

say a word about the specifics of expanding food aid:

(1) we urge a program of expanding our present
assistance by not less than four to five
million tons of emergency aidi
(2) recognizing that increased food aid will
be channeled through the PL 480 program,
we strongly urge that in the coming
legislative session the structure of

-

i

-

this program be revised to prevent the
use of food primarily as a tool of our
foreign policy rather than an instrument of assistance to the most needy
nations of the world;

•

(3) specifically, we find no justification
for the patterns of food assistance in
FY 1974 by which South Vietnam received
approximately ~even times the aid given
to Bangladesh, while Carrillodia received
about twelve times the amount allocated
to the Sahelian countries.
We can build a public constituency, Mr. Chairman, to support food aid for a starving world; I do not think we can or
should build a constituency for using food primarily as a
• political· weapon.
Second, food and domestic social policy:
int~rnational

a forthcoming

policy of food assistance will have domestic,

•

social and economic implications.

I am arguing in this paper

that domestic scarcity does not excuse us from international
responsibility, but i t will be necessary to face the domestic
reality.

Stories which several members of this committee have

heard of the elderly eating dog food, of children no longer
able to afford school lunches and of a rash of petty thievery
in supermarkets by people who have never stolen in their lives
presents the human face of domestic food scarcity.
We will not get public support for what must be done internationally unless we correlate an international food policy
with a domestic food policy.

The underlying premise· of the

international policy I have just sketched is that food is a
unique commodity--not simply another product but a sacred resource so closely linked to the right to life for millions today

.

•

- B that it takes more than business as usual to exercise responsible
stewardship over this commodity.

To argue for emergency assis-

tance and the establishment of a grain reserve is to affirm the
principle that when the normal functioning of the market system
does not or cannot guarantee food for hungry people, \·7e must be
willing to modify the market system to meet basic human rights
and needs.
It may be necessary to do this in our domestic policy also
if those least able to pay, the old, the poor, the unemployed
and also the middle class are not to bear an excessive burden
-of our international policy.

The first principle guiding a

domestic legislative program should be an equitable sharing of
the international responsibility we have.

Secondly, to imple-

mcnL thio:> will requlLe increasing food stamps :ror

certa~n

groups, expanding the school lunch program and meeting the needs
of the unemployed.

Thirdly, among those requiring specific

consideration are American farmers who must be guaranteed a just
and stable income for their product.
Third, corporations and food policy:
prog~am

a thorough legislative

should look at the role of the giant corporations in the

food production and processing industry.

Their role has both

international and·domestic implications.

The fact that a hand-

ful of corporations have control of most of the world's food
supply and because of their private status are not obliged to
provide any public accounting of their activities for such a
vital resource poses a serious question of public policy.
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IV.

PUBLIC POLICY ruqo PUBLIC OPINION
It is evident that a broadly conceived and adequate response

to the food crisis in the form of public policy will require wide
public support in a time of economic recession.

While the

choices between domestic and international needs--the choice
between scarce food and starving people--is both complex and
conflicted, I believe public support exists for a program which
.
is both just and generous. I submit, Mr. Chairman, that since
the Rome Conference the Administration's policy has lagged
behind the trend of public opinion, not led the way for it.
Again and again in the food conference and in the last
month the response of the Administration seems to be that the
domestic constituency will not support an expanded program of
food aid.

Yet the public response to the small scale programs

of religious bodies and private groups indicates a much broader
basa of support and a more generous vision than the American
people are being credited with by their government.

Specifical-

ly, I would make two points about the experience and role of
the Catholic community in this problem:
(1) our experience, including special collections,
conferences and community action, indicates
that even in the face of scarce food domestically the majority of Americans are not
willing to accept starvation for millions
abroad as a tragic but inevitable fact; there
is support in the public for an aggressive
program to meet the savage spectre of starvation; that support can be crystallized by a
coherent, intelligible food policy;
(2) as a Church we pledge continuing efforts to
solidify anu expand the base of support
for a just and generous food policy; we will
take the question to our community with the
passion and power which the issue deserves.

.

":
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The effort for us and for the

~overnrnent

will be arduous,

complex and long-term, but the alternative is unacceptable.
The human significance of the food crisis is illuminated by
a quote from Dostoievski:

a century ago he said the death of

one innocent child was enough to destroy belief in God.

In the

face of €he food crisis, we know about hmv many innocent children may die and we even know why they die.

To know that possi-

bility and not to oppose it with all the intellectual, moral,
political and economic power we can muster is enough to destroy
belief in ourselves as a humane, compassionate people and nation.
Nothing short of our best effort should be used to avert that
personal and political trauma.

.

..

U.S.
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For the ?Urposes of these remarks, two points about the
"rood for Peucc" (PL 480) program.will be highlighted:
the unique

ch~ractcristic

for PL 480.

first,

of food; and second, a new rationale

The concluding remarks

~ill

refer to national

priorities and public response.
In the :!:irst instance, food is a unic;uc contmoclity,
sirLlilar to other com.,:nociities, but not ide:1.tica2. to

ot:~er

cominodi ties that are processed through the normal opcr a tions
of the market

syste~.

The uniqueness of food prompts·

t~c

question: .. \·Jhut docs i t mean for l'ur.cricans to be the leading
food oroducer and exporter in a world with millions of hungry
men, .,,•omen and children?

IlO'tl

do He understand that role?

For our nation, situated as it is in the center of world
affairs, it is a premise that food is an element of our foreign
policy, because of the problems in our balance of trade and
our alliance corr..:ni t.-nen ts, for exanple, Hi th Western Euro9c
and Japan.

However, to accept the premise does not exhaust

the significance of food in the exercise of our cation's
responsibility in foreign affairs.
To be

~ore

specific, certain remarks of Administratio:1

spokesmen, such as, food is a matter of

~oncy

and markets,

or food is a tool of our foreign policy kit, point up the
insufficiency of the foreign policy premise .in our
national conduct.
arc patently

intc~

These statements are accurate, but they

in~~equate

because they do nqt

suffici~ntly

.,_
L.•

ackno·.,•lcdge the fact that food :s a unique co;p.rr,odit.y.
t\hilc it is true th.J.t ..food is a coru;'":\odity t:-t.J.t is to be
traded in the world m.J.rket and it is part
kit, it is also a lifeline.

our foreign policy

o~

The United States star.ds in a

position similar to tn.:l t of tl1e Arabs in the \-:orlC:.

~·:c

control,

along with Canada, more of the world's exportable food supply
than the Arabs do of the supply of oil.

The

differ-

o~tst.J.nding

ence, it must be argued, is food is a COiiL'Tlocity which satis::ics
a basic human need and people cannot
satisfaction of that need.

postpo~c

indcfi~it0ly

As difficult as it is for.us who

are on the vulnerable side of the oil question and as many
changes c.s this situ.J.tior: may require of us,

at least,

\!C,

have the
to make the adaptations
in life style to
. ontions
..
substitut-e othe:r er.crgy sources and to reduce c:Jnsu;-,::_;tion
rates.

When the need is for ::cod,

cannot be substituted for nor
Indi~'s

satis~action

While

th~t

need

postpo~cd.

experience earlier this year

dence of this reality.

o::

t~e

o~fers

grim cvi-

United States was dclibcr-

ating about the amount of food aid it was willing to allot
the poorest nations, India, one of the most severely affected
countrit:s could r:.ot wait, and the Indian goverf'_·ncnt
to go into the com.rhercial 1!1ad:e:t and purchase more

':13.5

forced

u-.an three

million tons o£ grain, thereby using its already sca=ce
financi~l

resources and Jclaying

purch~se o~

other necessary

commodities and capital goods.
Ke tind ourselves in a unique position in this era o::
intcrddpcndcncc that is generally acknowledged as the new
framework for international affairs

todd~.

Dos~oievs~i,

a

-;century

~go,

p~ndGn t

•.\~or ld

gued

th~t

t~lked ~bout wha~

it meant to live in

even before the term

the death

one's faith in God.

o~

bcc.:1m~

~n

a reu.li ty.

interdeHe u.r-

•
one innocent child was enough to destroy

The differcnce between us and

is that we know precisely how

~any

Dosto~cvski

We

innocent children die.

can even CQlculu.te with reasonable accuracy how many rn.:1y die
of hunger while we are deliberating here.
ar~

Faced with that awesome reality, we
soberir!.<J position:

Lh~rafore

in a

while food is part of our £orcig!1 policy,

it is in reality much more than that, and it is that extra
quality that must be factored into the policy process.

The principal implication of this reality is that the
law of the market, like every human creation, has its limits.

or overwhelmingly major instrument for

t~e

dis&ributi0n of

food means that we know how many people will die,
have a possibility to prevent

thei~

an~

we

deaths, then we are obliged

to modify the market sys te:n.
This brings me to my second point, a
PL 480.

This

progra~,

recxamina~ion

extending over a period of twenty years,

is an example of our nation's willingness to
ket

syst~m,

th~t

~odify

the nar-

is, to provide concessional loans for food

purchases and outright gifts of food for

hum~nitaria~

poses.

to restate

~h~t

is

clear ourcose
a
..
~

4 8 0 pro·J r.· u..11.

of

c~llcd

1~cw

far now is

~or
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pur-
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a

and restructurEd rationale for thG PL-

·+T~c progra~

has had a

n~:tiplicity

of purposes.

While

it is prc.::scntcd frequently :o!:" :.)opule1r consumj_)tion as a
itaria~ prosra~,
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cited a

in the initial lesislation in 1954, Congress

of reasons:

developnent and expansion
promoting the

go~ls

lcviating hunger.
for hO\v

\·Je

hu~1an-

expansion of international trade,
o~ o~r

export me1rkcts for food,

of our foreign policy, and

~inally,

al-

These purposes provide a variety of norns

distr ibu tc the food co:n.llodi ties \ve have allocated

to PL 480.
The allocation

~nder

Title I of

~he

Act, is designed

to provide conccssional so.lcs of agricultural com.i"lodi -c.ies
to vlhat the administration calls "fricnC.ly countries."
(1973 Annual Report on PL 480, p.l3)
tha~

ovcr.the period 1970-73 more than 50% of

to three
Korea

It is significant

countr~es

17.8~;

in Southeast Asia.

(South

t~e

aid went

Vietna~

l~~;

Indonesia 15%), while the total allocation to

all of the countries o£ Jl.frica and La tiri .?.mer icc:! was only
10%.

The point is not that the Asian nations are not in necj,

rather, the practice suggests that a nation @Ust not only be
hungry but also be statcgically well-placed to qualify for
substantial
Title

a~ounts

of food assistance.

of -c.hc Act, gr~nt aid for e~crgency, relief and
h:!s
.
.
econo;nic dcvc:op:7.cr. t/ ;:;ons tl. tu t~ less than 2 5~ of Pl. 4 8 0.
Here
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II
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dist!:"ibaticn
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that for a

to receive substantial food aid its human needs must

be coupled with its strategic location.
1970-73, six countries in Asia (South

~uring

·the period

Vietna~,

Cambodia, Philippines and South Korea) received

Thailand, Laos,
esscnt~ally

-bthe

Sc.l.~~.o:

amount of Title II, i14 the .:!<jgceg.:'l.te a!.;out $30 r.1illion

annually, as the some 30 nations

cl~s6ificd

by

th~

United

Nations as the r..ost des)? crate i:1 the world.
What is called for at this tice is a clearer definition

of the huma:1itariac

and ?Urpcses of PL4SO.

intc~Licc

Clarity

of guidance in the policy is essential whe:1 food is as scarce
as i t is and

th~

scope of hunger is so widespread.

and restructured rationale
means

sc~arating

justice

an~

~or

PL 480 which is called for

very distir.ctly food used £or

ch~rity,

The new

of

?Ur~oscs

and food used as part o£ our foreign

The amendment to the foreign Assistance Act last Dec-

ember--the so-called 70-30 split--was a step in the direction
of disti!1guishing these purposes, where the
tnat at least

70~

of

Ti~lc

o~

!

most severely affected and in need.
30~

s~i?ulated

?L 480 nust be allottc2 to

the some 30 nations designated by the U:1ited

r0maining

Sc~ate

Th~

as those

~ations

distributio!1 of the

is left to the discretion of the Administration.

The Senate is to be co.:L'.n:ended for its initiative

in this

regard and is to be encouraged to reinforce this provision in
the future.

And

further~o~e,

Congression~l

efforts in this

direction of pursuing justice should be articu:atcd
clearly to the geHcral public.

~ore

In this way, Title I

~ould

t!:.e
right to cat, not because they have the right and arc
strategic~lly w~ll-placed.

Title II in such a restructured

policy \·Jould be cl8arly regarded as a progr.:..:L dealing in
cl-:arity in the convcn'ior.al underst:.ar.cling of this

tcr:;~,

that

-6l1u~anitarian

is, a

relief pr00(am used

The conclud1ng note in this
priorities and public
needs

~or

~or e~crgcncy

t~stimony

co~cerns

In view of the

respo~se.

situations.
n~tional

serio~s

global

food axong many nations, funding for both Title I and

Title II, under a restructured

ratio~~le

up to the program levels of 1972 as a

needs to be increased

minirnu~.

This undoubtedly

will require a close monitoring of national policies
viewing of budgetary priorities.

For
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a recent study

~ational

Far~crs

Union suggests that the present short-

age was in soDe

~easu~c

the result of policy

by the
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'r!1e study report.s tha. t while PL 4:8 0 ship;:1cnts
curt~iled,

were being drastically
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dccisio~s

payments to U.S. f.::1r:-:1ers

sharply for holding cropland out of production

setting an all time high of S3.5 billion in 1972.
alleged that the potential food

~hat

was

It is

los~ bcc~us0

of this

policy of ~he govern~cnt was ffiOre than equival~nt to meet
the needs

of the current crisis.

Fathc~

On the budgetary side of the issue,
poses the question in the classic terms of

~guns

Hcsburgh
or butter''.

When he asked President Ford to release an additional four
million tons of gra.in lust December, he said, "It Hill cost
t\-.ro-thirds o£ one ?rident sub:.1arine."
~oscs

The £oo6 problem
choice.

The issue is

th~t

~or U3

u choice,

nat~o~al

the choice must be put tc the

general public clearly, so they can make
None of us can claim to

~

kno~

th~ d6cisio~.

hoH they will decide,

~ut

it

is essential in the interest of the public gooC, thac the
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that people
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with
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public
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not

the question oi starving peo?le

suppo=~ a
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hit

the bishop rec8ntly prepared a casette tape

describing the world
parishes.

and

confirmed by the

For example, in a diocese in the
unc~ploymcnt,

~~~
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program in

tiQc of scarcity is simply

by

inclic~ tions

generosity if the ques-

ovcrwh~lmipg

scal..·cc £ooc.1 :1ere.

~ill

the· Church,

~ood

crisis and circulated it

.:1~ong
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Although he did not call for contributions for

overseas aiel, the diocese has averaged $1000 a week since

t~c

first of Deccrub8r.
Over the

l~st

cities across the
the situation

six

~onths

cou~try

dc~a~ds,

I

have spoken in a number of

and I have tried to

simply

fr~mc

ci~

what I think

the quest io1~

t.:.::rms of

a matter o£ choice--starving peo?le or scarce food.

I have

never had an audience, randomly selected, that did not 1ndicate they were capable of a generous
gram designud to reflect a

bala~ce

res~onsa

to a ?ro-

of justice and charity.
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SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE
U.S. CATHOLIC

RES~TTLEiv"lENT:

INVOLVE~ffiNT

Since World lvar II Catholic Church agencies have been
responsible for the resettlement of one million persons in the
United States. In the past eight years alone, Migration and
Refugee Services of the United States Catholic Conference has
assisted.half a million.
In previous refugee crises--Hungary,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia--Catholic agencies have resettled well over
half of the total number of refugees. Catholic resettlement
is expected to play a similar crucial role in the case of the
Southeast Asian refugees.
U.S. Catholic leadership initiated preparations for a
possible influx of refugees as soon as the military situation
in South Vietnam began to deteriorate. Efforts have been both
motivational and programmatic. In a letter to all the bishops
of the country, made public April 16, Archbishop Joseph L.
Bernardin of Cincinnati, President of USCC, urged that special
collections for refugee assistance be taken up in all 165
Catholic dioceses in the country. Many have done so, and more
will in the near future. On the same date John E. ~1cCarthy,
Director of Higration and Refugee Services, usee, was named
national coordinator of the Catholic Church's Southeast
; .. .::.ia.H Lt:::fu.yt::e J..t::6t: i..Ll-=!h1t:::u:... o!(JLK.
O.l Apr ..i.l 2 0 AL i-lLD..i.t:.iLVJ:.>
Bernardin wrote to all bishops citing a "desperate need" for
homes and jobs for the refugees and urging diocesan authorities to begin to catalogue their resources for such assistance.
In a statement May 8, at a time when many negative reactions
to the refugees had been voiced publicly, Archbishop Bernardin
issued a plea for their acceptance by Americans.
"It is
natural that we should wish to put the war behind us," he
said.
"But it is inconceivable that we should turn our backs
on the suffering which continues. 11
Role of !1igration and Refugee Services
Migration and Refugee Services, USCC, is the agency
responsible at the national level for Catholic refugee resettlement in the United States. The agency works closely with government and voluntary agencies on the one hand and with Diocesan
Resettlement Directors and Catholic Charities personnel on the
other to render assistance to persons in need of aid. In the
present emergency, it has placed fulltime staff in each of
the military camps in this country being used as refugee
staging centers.
It has conducted a series of regional meetings-in San Francisco, Orlando, Kansas City, New Orleans, Newark,
and Boston--to acquaint Diocesan Resettlement Directors and
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Catholic Charities officials with the nature and mechanics of the
resettlement program.
In collaboration with communication elements of usee, it has conducted a continuing program of public
information, aimed at both the Catholic and general publics and
designed to elicit a favorable response to the refugees.
Migration and Refugee Services assists people without regard
to religion, race, or political affiliation. The criterion is
human need.
History, Funding, Offices
Founded in 1920, under the then-National Catholic Welfare
Conference, the Department of Immigration was later renamed
Migration and Refugee Services, U.S. Catholic Conference.
In
1965 it was reorganized and expanded to encompass the resettlement and refugee functions of Catholic Relief Services--usee,
and of the Catholic Committee for Refugees. At that time,
Migration and Refugee Services was given responsibility at the
national level for all immigrant, migrant and refugee activities conducted by the Catholic Church in this country, and
was given the task of administering its services with an "open
door .. attitude, with no reference to race, religion or national
or.i9in.
Migration and Refugee Services operates today on an
annual budget of more than $500,000. The bulk of its expenses
are met by a grant from the Bishops' Welfare and Emergency
Relief Fund, supplied by the Laetare Sunday Collection taken
up annually in each Catholic parish in the country. A small
fraction of the operating budget comes from direct contributions to Migration and Refugee Services.
The agency provides comprehensive programs of assistance
free of charge, regardless of the complexity of an individual's
problems or how long the assistance is needed .
Day to day operations are executed and directed by the
national Migration and Refugee Services office in Washington, D.C.
Further administration of programs and assistance is carried
on through regional offices located in New York, Hiami, El Paso,
Texas, and San Francisco. On the local level , Migration and
Refugee Services works closely with offices in each of the
165 dioceses in the U. S. through the National Catholic Resettlement Council.
Services and Objectives
Migration and Refugee Services objectives are twofold:
--1. To plan and administer the activities of the
Catholic Church in the resettlement, adaptation and assimilation of the immigrant and refugee--the newcomer to a different
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society; and
--2. To coordinate its efforts with diocesan offices,
State Catholic Conferences, related governmental and nongovernmental agencies, and with other interested organizations.
Migration and Refugee Services is the official representative of the Catholic Church on immigration and refugee
affairs before the legislative and administrative branches of
the U.S. government.
Representation varies from acting as counsel to individual
persons without legal status in the United States, to advisory
and consultative capacities before the Department of State on
policy procedures. The staff of Migration and Refugee Services also testify regularly before Senate and House committees
on legislative reform of immigration la't·ls. Through contact
with the House and Senate subco~~ittees on iromigration,
nationality and refugees, and with the various departments
of the federal government, Higration and Refugee Services encourages enactment of legislation and programs that will
directly benefit the migrant and refugee, such as family
reunion Rriority.
Migration and Refugee Services provides oaily ~ccier~~~c
in prepar1ng affidavits of support for prospective immigrants;
provides for the establishment of preference status under
the quota system; acts as a liaison for arranging medical
examinations and appoin~~ents for formal visa applications
at U.S. consulates throughout the world; and provides initial
reception services for newcomers at major entry points into
the country.
Migration and Refugee Services conducts a worldwide
orphan program for foreign-born children, through the Catholic
Committee for Refugees (CCR).
Since 1945, adoptive homes have
been found for 6,000 orphan children. They have come from
Austria, Hong Kong, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Great
Britain, Jamaica, Malta, Hungary, Iran, Italy, Japan, Korea,
Lebanon, Lithuania, Morocco, the Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Rumania, San Marino, South Africa, the Ukraine, Yugoslavia
and Vietnam. In the recent Vietnamese "babylift," the agency
was responsible for a little over 300 of the children brought
here--all of them previously approved for adoption in this
country.
National and International emergency programs are
planned and administered by MRS through its national and international affiliates; for instance, the administration and
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coordination of the Cuban and Czechoslovakia refugee programs.
During the Cuban crisis, 20,000 refugees arrived annually,
and the resettlement rate was approximately 400 refugees per
week from the Miami area.
Migration and Refugee Services is a member organization
of the International Catholic Migration Commission, created
in 1952. Working with numerous affiliated aqencies in Europe,
the Americas, Asia and Africa, it can more readily provide
general information services regardinq the processing of
immigrants applying for admission into the United States.
Among the cooperating agencies are: St. Raphael's Verein in
Germany, Secours Catholique in France, Officio Centrale
Per L'Emigrazione in Italy and Caritas, Hong Kong.
Migration and Refugee Services provides daily
assistance to travellers in preparing and assembling documents, preparing visa application forms, obtaining passports
and providing general information on travel procedures. Daily
assistance to visitors to this country includes help in filing
applications for extensions of temporary stay, in linguistic
problems, in preparing government forms, in applications for
change of st.atus, in general accommodation and orientation
procedures involving American customs. Dire<.;t. beLv.i.ct.! ls
ordinarily given to approximately 100,000 individuals every
year.

